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in the spring of 2000, gardner and five other cognitive scientists undertook an ambitious project to
discover the universals of human intelligence. the research, funded by the national institutes of
health and conducted at the university of new hampshire, asked college students to complete a

battery of tests designed to measure their reasoning, memory, problem solving, and creativity. these
tests had been developed by gardner and his colleagues from harvard university. the results

suggested something remarkable: over and over again, gardner's research group found what they
called "differential intelligence." the idea of different types of intelligence is no new concept.

educators have long recognized that some students are better at some subjects than others, and in
the 20th century psychologists began to classify these types of intelligence into more specific

categories: the visual/spatial intelligence of mathematicians, the verbal/linguistic intelligence of
writers, and the mathematical/logical intelligence of scientists. but gardner's work challenged the

idea that intelligence was a general category. he proposed that intelligence was made up of a
collection of "multiple intelligences." gardner labeled the intelligence that is best suited to solving
mathematical problems the "math intelligences," the intelligence best suited to solving creative

problems the "cognitve." and gardner labeled the intelligence best suited to solving the problems of
language and grammar the "verbal intelligences." gardner's research revealed that the human mind

has a number of different intellectual abilities and that each ability provides a different kind of
insight into the world. for example, people who are good at art or music are often better at

perceiving patterns and textures and at creating visual and auditory experiences. and people who
excel at sports are often better at working memory and solving problems. the point is that each kind

of intelligence serves a different purpose. 5ec8ef588b
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